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The MESSIB finally comes of age: after 4 long years of intense work,
facing different kinds of adversities, this ambitious project fulfills with
the expectations of its consortium members, giving birth to the idea of
integrating four storage technologies (2 thermal and 2 electrical) into
edification.
From the initial development of MESS technologies, apparently
disconnected among them, the progresses, achieved step by step during
this period, have led to the conviction to be able to achieve a more
global vision, based on smart management of energy fluxes for the
reduction of carbon footprint and the enhancement of energy efficiency.
The efforts have not been spent in vain and the new focus became each
day more realistic, failing and starting again, proposing new solutions to
the technical constraints and normative barriers, changing concepts and
methodology, pushing the vision over the initial targets defined at that
time and achieving, even though at its germination stage, the realistic
definition of the integrated concept of hybrid energy storage system for
the edification, combined with multiple energy generators.
The primary concept of load shifting and matching of production
with consumption have been improved with the new of RES firming
and energy transformation, bringing added value to the mere single
technologies developed and manufactured for the project and defined
by higher performance respect to the existing market.
A change of mentality is needed for pushing the construction sector in
the direction of the self-sustainability of the building, where the energy
produced by RES is saved, stored and distributed according to effective
necessities in real time, reducing the contribution from electric grid and
from fossil fuels.
Even though this concept is currently under development in different
and more complex projects, based on the concept of “Smart Grid”
and “Smart Cities”, the MESSIB brings its small contribution to the
R&D toward a more sustainable future. Obviously the results have not
immediate validation in short term market but define clearly the way to
follow at medium term to have products suitable for the high level of
technology required by the new stakeholders facing the energy market.
Therefore MESSIB storage systems configure themselves like a new
suitable tool for the upcoming times, based on distributed energy and
hybrid thermal-electric “on time” grid.
Silvio Vitali Nari
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The need for energy storage
Energy storage is the way to conserve energy in one form and release it when
needed in the same or another form. Energy storage is used to store both thermal
(heat and cold) and electrical energy by electrochemical, electrical, mechanical
and thermal methods. Energy storage has always been closely associated with
solar installations, including both solar heating and no grid connected photovoltaic
applications.
One of the challenges of today’s energy systems is to way to match the demand
and the supply. Reliable storage systems for short as well as long term are hence
essential for efficient energy systems and further integration of renewable sources.

Thermal energy storage
State of the art storage technologies for thermal energy include: Underground
thermal energy storage (UTES), water tanks above ground, rock filled storage with
air circulation, phase change materials (PCM) and thermo-chemical storage. The
scope of the MESSIB development on thermal storage is to increase of the energy
efficiency and indoor comfort in buildings by the reduction of the energy demand
and the decrease of thermal gradients and temperature variations.
The overall objective was to design, develop, evaluate and manufacture a new
Thermal Energy Storage System based on PCMs and ground storage, taking into
account life cycle, safety and energy efficiency.

Electrical energy storage
Unlike natural gas or fuel oil, electricity cannot be easily stored. However, interest
in electric power storage (EPS) has been growing with technological advancements
that can make storage a more practical means of integrating renewable power into
the electricity grid and achieving other operating benefits.
The storage of electricity does not usually involve the storage of the electric energy
itself. Rather, the storage device converts the electricity to another form - such as
the kinetic energy in a spinning flywheel or the potential energy in water that has
been pumped to a higher elevation or the chemical reaction of the batteries - and
MESSIB Multisource Energy Storage System Integrated in Buildings
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then later converts the energy from the new form back to electricity.
Energy Storage technologies don’t produce net energy, but can provide electric
power over limited periods of time. Affordable, compact, reliable energy storage,
available in a range of powers and discharge durations, would dramatically alter the
standard solutions for provision of electrical power.
The overall objective is to design, develop, evaluate and manufacture a new
Electrical Energy Storage System composed by:
- A new lightweight and high strength orthotropic composite wheel for FW system in
buildings with improved kinetically storage capabilities and electrical performance
and
- An improved and compact VRB in buildings for long term electrical storage.
Energy storage will play a key role in enabling the EU to develop a lowcarbon electricity system. Energy storage can supply more flexibility and
balancing to the grid, providing a back-up to intermittent renewable
energy. Locally, it can improve the management of distribution networks, reducing costs and improving efficiency. In this way, it can ease
the market introduction of renewables, accelerate the decarbonisation
of the electricity grid, improve the security and efficiency of electricity
transmission and distribution (reduce unplanned loop flows, grid
congestion, voltage and frequency variations), stabilise market prices
for electricity, while also ensuring a higher security of energy supply.
Source:
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/infrastructure/doc/energy-storage/2013/energy_storage.pdf

GROUND storage
Among the innovative elements in MESSIB is Advance ground storage (GS)
technology combined with radiant systems and ground thermal contact
improvement by the development of a conductive fluid material (CFM). The basic
idea behind energy storage in buildings is to provide a buffer to balance fluctuations
in supply and demand.
The different improvements have been introduced into the underground storage
systems in order to achieve a better efficiency guarantying the correct operation
of the systems. Those improvements were based on the different tests and
experiences that have been carried out during the implementation phase and have
affected not only to the design and enhancement of the ground properties but also
to the different elements that have been treated in the project.
In this way, the analysis of the studies and test have permitted to optimize the
characteristic of the conductive fluid materials, which has been finally designed in

GROUND storage
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order to provide not only and enhancement of the thermal properties of the soil
but also a good penetration into the ground due to the mixture with special cement
in certain proportions ensure a good fluidity of the CFM.
Two different types of inert materials, micronized graphite and silicon carbide,
were tested to determinate the enhancement produced in the soil. According to
the results and the economical feasibility of the different products, it was decided
to focus the studies using graphite.
The development of the CMF was proceded by measurement in soils which thermal
conductivity was increased 1.5-2 w/(mK) to 4-5 w/(mK) by the incorporation of
micronized graphite. The best effect was reached by adding the CMF to special
concrete which is used to fill bore holes. The results of the mixture shows that the
obtained thermal conductivity is approximately 4.5 W/mK. The fluidity and viscosity
of the mixture is low enough to ensure that the penetration of the fluid in the
ground will be achieved.
The design of ground heat exchanger developed by UPONOR was changed
compared to the one used for the bore hole at the Solar House to reach a improved
heat transfer between the ground and the piping and to ease the insertion of the
piping into the bore hole.
Improvements on the initial design of the enhanced pipe systems developed by
UPONOR were introduced after the first experiences in order to increase the
positive impacts of those pipes. The number of the outer pipes was changed and
the diameters of the pipes were adapted in concordance increasing the capability
of extraction of thermal load from the ground.
This aspect is especially interesting after the treatments for enhancing the thermal
properties of the ground because in those conditions the decrease of the borehole
resistance and the increment of the exchange surface produce that a higher amount
of thermal energy could be exchanged with the ground and, in consequence, the
coefficient of performance of the complementary systems (heat pumps, radiant
floors, or any other type of system for using thermal energy for H&C) could be
drastically increased.
Finally, it was also necessary to design a new system for the installation of the
enhanced pipelines in the boreholes. During the installation of the enhanced
pipelines in Freiburg, it was observed that the central pipe and the lateral pipes
have different elongation coefficients. It complicated the installation of the
pipelines and since that moment, it has been intended to develop a new system for
the installation. Best solution is based in a steel wire, which holds the entire system
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in that way that elongation strength is not applied to the pipelines but to the steel
wire.
This system was used in the final demonstrator in Paterna.

Design principle of the TIL-GHEX compared
with a traditional U-collector design.

Uponor TIL-GHEX

Phase Change Slurries
Phase Change Slurries (PCSs) are heat transfer fluids, which consist of a dispersed
PCM and a carrier fluid that provides fluidity. This combination offers high heat
storage capacity within the phase change temperature. In the MESSIB project a
paraffin with a phase change range between 15-18.3 °C comes to use as PCM which
is dispersed in water. This phase change temperature range makes this PCS suitable
for cooling applications e.g. in a chilled ceiling system with a cold storage buffer
The PCS is produced by BASF and its thermo-hydraulic characteristics as well as its
stability were determined by the Fraunhofer ISE. In the first production step the
paraffin is emulsified in water, in the second step the polymerization of the shell
is started by an increase in temperature as initiator and the shell is built at the
surface between the paraffin droplets and the water. The PCS contains 20 wt.% of
microencapsulated paraffin and additives to prevent separation.
The measured enthalpy curve of the material reveals an enthalpy of about 60 kJ/kg
within 12.5-18.5 °C which leads to a storage capacity of 15.7 kWh/m³, whereas within
the same temperature range a storage capacity of only 7 kWh/m³ can be achieved
with pure water. The viscosity of the PCS lies in the range between 30-70 mPa s in
dependence on temperature and shear rate.

Phase Change Slurries
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Fabrication process of microcapsules

Storage capacity of PCS and water within a
temperature interval of 12.5-18.5 °C

Implementation of PCS into a chilled ceiling
system with cold storage

The PCS was tested in a test facility
including a storage tank with regard
to storage capacity and stabilty. The
slurry shows a very good stability and
could withstand 20000 cycles in the
test facility containing flat plate heat
exchangers and centrifugal pumps.
The measurements confirmed that the
storage capacity of PCS is about twice as
high as compared to pure water within a
temperature range of 12.5-18.5 °C.

Figure shows an example of an PCSstorage integration into a cooling
system to decouple chiller operation
and cold supply to the chilled ceiling.
The PCS is cooled down by a chiller
and stored in a storage tank to serve
as heat transfer fluid for a chilled
ceiling. The application of PCS is also
an interesting option for the retrofit
of existing systems, since the storage
capacity can be strongly increased by
the replacement of water by PCS.
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Electrical energy storage using flywheels
A new lightweight and high strength orthotropic composite wheel for FW system in
buildings with improved kinetically storage capabilities and electrical performance
The objective was to design and build a kinetic energy storage device for use in
office buildings, homes, residences and other buildings, where could be used, with
the aim of better management of energy produced and consumed.
Flywheels are well suited for short time storage (seconds to minutes) and high
number of load-unload cycles. In this regard there are several clear objectives to
achieve:
• Bioclimatic buildings that have their own renewable power generation systems,
available storage capacity of the energy generated when it is not consumed in
order to take advantage, and also to provide the energy needed when there is not
sufficient power generated.

Energy storage and management

The implementation of this technology for renewable energy allows energy
management more efficient and consume fewer resources. Currently, large
amounts of resources are wasting by not being able to store unused energy at
production time.
The current barrier when applied to buildings is to achieve an enough amount of
energy and safety risk.

Electrical energy storage using flywheels
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The composite rotor allows higher speed and enable the storage of greater amounts
of energy (50.000rpm – 2,5MJ – 100Kw), in comparison with other materials. An
important consideration is that fibre reinforced composite rotors fail in a less
destructive manner than metallic rotors, and is thus intrinsically safer.
Employing active magnetic bearings allows the reduction of losses and noise and a
more efficient control at high speeds. In the same objective, integrates the vacuum
generating system.
The mechanical design has been revised and focused on obtaining an efficient
machine but from the perspective of an economic and safety product.
The bidirectional AC/DC converter and the STS (static transfer switch), are integrated
to process and control the energy flows so as to optimize the energy consumption.
anagement of energy produced and consumed.
Flywheels are well suited for short time storage (seconds to minutes) and high
number of load-unload cycles. In this regard there are several clear objectives to
achieve:
• Bioclimatic buildings that have their own renewable power generation systems,
available storage capacity of the energy generated when it is not consumed in
order to take advantage, and also to provide the energy needed when there is not
sufficient power generated.
Activities within the MESSIB project:
• Development of a composite flywheel.
• Development of flywheel with magnetic bearings and high vacuum.
• Development of a power conversion architecture
• Integration, additional elements and laboratory test
• Manufacturing techniques for adaptable solutions for buildings and districts
Achievements and progress during the MESSIB project:
• Definition of specifications and calculations for flywheel solution
• Design and manufacturing development for the flywheel and converter solution
• Setup and fine tune for standard and limit work conditions:
• Adjustment of levitation system (current loops, position, thermal, ...)
• Rotodynamic conditions adjustment
• System tested in industrial environment.
• High power and short time cycles flattened
The most important milestones of the design and manufacture of flywheel:
The various figures below show the most important milestones of the design and
manufacture of flywheel. The designs and manufacturing processes have been
carefully analyzed and defined in order to achieve a prototype machine with
industrial specifications and tuning has been done considering working conditions
for maximum performance and safety critical conditions.
MESSIB Multisource Energy Storage System Integrated in Buildings
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Main Result: COMPLETE FLYWHEEL SYSTEM
TheMESSIB flywheel storage system is a fully integrated line interactive system that
uses a flywheel to store mechanical energy in a rotating mass. When utility power
is interrupted, the ESF (Energy Storage Flywheel) will convert the mechanical
energy stored in the flywheel into electrical energy. Kinetic energy storage energy
suits well for applications with high power, low energy and high number of loadunload cycles. Said energy is supplied to the external load until one of the following
conditions
occurs:
• The standby generator assumes the load
• The utility power is available again
• The flywheel runs out of energy
The ESF can be used in a wide range of commercial power applications and provides
voltage regulation, protection and well regulated power to cover critical loads,
sags, surges or outages.

Line regulation

Configuration
The mechanical design has been optimized towards a safe product, yet efficient
and cost-effective. The following picture shows the current machine configuration.

Flywheel
configuration

Flywheel
connection

Electrical energy storage using flywheels II Vanadium Redox Flow Battery for the solar house
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System features
• High reliability
• Harmonic cancellation
• Transient protection
• High-speed voltage protection
• Power factor improvement
• Remote control & monitoring
• Low maintenance
Specifications
• Energy: 2.5 MJ
• Power: 100kW
• Rotational speed: 50,000 rpm
• Voltage interface: 240 a.c . 3 ph, 400V dc
• Working temp: -20ºC - 50ºC
• Storage temp: -20ºC - 80°C
• Rotor: CFRP with titanium hub
• Active magnetic bearings. Axial bearing only
• Counteracts gravity
• 10-2 mbar
Technology
• The solution integrates various technologies developed by Tekniker
• Active magnetic bearings
• Real time control electronics
• Power amplifiers
• High-reliability position sensors
• CFRP Rotors and wheels

Vanadium Redox Flow Battery for the solar house
Redox flow batteries are excellently suited for intermediate storing of electricity in
hybrid PV and wind mini-grids grid connected applications. With their advantageous
properties, they present a promising alternative to conventional battery-based
storage units or also hydrogen storage via combined electrolyser and fuel cells.
Particularly the so-called all-vanadium redox flow battery (VRFB) features essential
advantages compared to conventional electric storage units: Separation of the
conversion and storage units, high electric efficiency, good cycling stability and thus
long lifetime.
The redox flow battery is very interdisciplinary battery technology. This is because
the power and the storage are decoupled and it is a flow battery the system. Which
MESSIB Multisource Energy Storage System Integrated in Buildings
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means it is a mixture of system engineering, the construction of the stack and
electrochemical engineering for the materials. On the top the battery has to be
connected to a grid or a sink and source.

1 kW vanadium redox flow cell stack

5 cell redox flow stack with an active area
of 250 cm²

1 kWh redox flow stack with a square area
of 700 cm²

Within the European project MESSIB, potential of the all-vanadium redox flow
battery is investigated, starting from system concepts for different applications,
cell and stack design, fluid simulations, component development and construction,
system modelling and simulations, development and implementation of optimised
operating control strategies within a “smart redox flow control”, stack and system
characterisation as well as simulation of these storage units.

Vanadium Redox Flow Battery for the solar house
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Tasks of the model based Smart Redox flow Control:
• High system efficiency
• Actuate components of the battery
• Communication with the Energy management
• Actuate the inverter
• Reliable operation mode
To understand the behaviour of the redox flow system with a stack thirst a single
cell was constructed and tested. Out of these results a small stack (5 cells 250cm²)
was build up to learn more about the stack and system behaviour. This system was
tested in a test site at the Fraunhofer. The test side was special manufactured for
the stack and several measuring values were measured, like the pressure drop,
temperature, state of charge, single cell voltage, stack voltage, stack current
and pump consumption. An analysis of the influence of the flowrate to energy
efficiency of the stack was carried out. Defined cycles were driven to analyse the
interrelationship from the stack voltage to the state of charge and the current
density. The energy efficiency was analysed according to the current density.
Redox flow system test
side with a 5 cell 250
cm² stack

With the results and experience of the small stack a system design was made for a 1
kW 6 kWh redox flow system, which is the redox flow system for the “solarhaus” in
Freiburg (WP6). The system was layout to the required power of the stack and the
capacity of 6 kWh of the system.
This means the electrolyte volume was adjusted. Also the geometric design of the
stack was
MESSIB Multisource Energy Storage System Integrated in Buildings
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analysed considering that it would connect to the AC Grid with a standard inverter.
The pumps were selected in terms of the maximal flow rate and the ability to
control the flow rate of the electrolyte. The SoC range was adjusted through the
higher energy efficiency and the flow rate of the pumps.
To create a 1 kW 6 kWh redox flow battery system the numbers of cells, the active
area of a cell and the volume of the tanks had to be adjusted. The cell area is limited
by the available material size from the market and the manufacture of the cell
frames. The number of cells is limited to leakage and mechanical problems. It is
important that the voltage range of the stack fits to common inverters. With 18 cells
it is possible to fit to 24 VDC of a common inverter. The active area of 700 cm² is the
result of the current density and the maximum voltage to achieve a 1 kW stack.
Battery Management
system for flow
batteries, the Smart
Redox Flow Control

The integration of the Battery is on a AC Grid with a 3,8 KW PV on the roof. The
Battery Management system is the interface between battery and the other
systems components of.

For the solar house a redox system with 1°kW power and 6°kWh
capacity was developed. The stack design and construction oft the
system was done by Fraunhofer ISE.
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Demonstration site in Amphilochia, Greece

http://demohouse.hmcs.mech.ntua.gr

The Amphilochia demo house is a two-storey building in mid-west Greece,
constructed at the premises of KNAUF Gypsopiia ABEE at Stanos-Amphilochia. The
building has a typical residential arrangement plan (ground floor: kitchen, office, a
machine room and living room, first floor: master and auxiliary bedroom separated
by a bathroom).
The house construction is based on a load-bearing hybrid steel skeleton with CFS
members, combined with drywall systems (multi layered plasterboard assemblies)
in accordance with Greek earthquake, fire-resistance, thermal and sound insulation
requirements.
The total area of the building, including heated and non-heated spaces is
approximately 151.23 m2, while the heated area is 128.42 m2. The demo house
measures 12.33 m width, 9.90 m length and 8.47 m height. It is equipped with
sensors for passive and active control – Wireless Monitoring over internet and the
wall elements are equipped with temperature/humidity/heat flux sensors for the
monitoring of indoor air conditions.

The MESSIB Thermal Concept
1. Energy production systems
• Heat pump
Hitachi Model (Nr. RWM-4FSN3E) used for active heating and cooling
• Solar Panels
Panels of total area of 10 m2
Nominal power output of 6 kW

MESSIB Multisource Energy Storage System Integrated in Buildings
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2. Energy distribution systems and storage
• Underfloor heating system / Ceiling cooling system
Ground floor and first floor:
UPONOR Siccus System with
- Knauf Vidifloor® (floor)
- Knauf Thermoboard (graphite enhanced panels - ceiling)
Underfloor heating
system: installation

Underfloor heating
system: IR-picture when
heat pump is on

Ceiling cooling system:
UPONOR pipe inserted
in the aluminium plate

Ceiling cooling system:
IR-picture when heat
pump is in operation
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• Knauf Smartboard®
Knauf Smartboards® used in the Greek
demo building are placed in the external
and internal walls. The panel used is 2x15
mm thick, with Micronal PCM inside of a
melting point at 23oC. Its density is about
787 kg/m3, while the thermal conductivity
is 0.27 W/(mK).
Panels of Knauf Smartboard® installed on
wall elements

3. Control systems
• Uponor C-46 Indoor Climate Controller
• Uponor C-56 radio controllers with Dynamic Energy Management (DEM) (heat
pump controller)
• Solar system controller
The controller for the UFH/UFC is the new DEM controller by Uponor. The controller
has enhanced balancing and controlling abilities and controls 7 ceiling pipe loops
and 7 heating pipe loops individually and is also responsible for the temperature
compensation by controlling the 3-way valve, through means of 4 wireless
thermostats installed in living room, kitchen and two in bedrooms in first floor.

MESSIB Multisource Energy Storage System Integrated in Buildings
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Demonstration site Freiburg „Solar house“
The solar house is a building of approximately 150 m2 built in 1992 as a family home
in ‘passive house standard’. The main construction material used in this building
was
concrete. However, since 1998 the building was redesigned in order to use its space
to accommodate 5 offices which can be occupied by up to 18 people. In addition to
the 5 offices, the building has a ‘meeting room’ and a ‘laboratory hall’ next to the
solar house with an approximate area of 70m2.
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The Solar House: MESSIB thermal concept
Heat / cold generation and storage
• GHEX:
1x Uponor GHEX (WP 3)
1x 2U GHEX
• Heat Pump:
heating, direct and active cooling
5,4kW_Heat (0/35) / EN 14511
basic interface to controller
• Water (PCS) storage
1 x 1000 L
PCS (WP 2)

MESSIB Multisource Energy Storage System Integrated in Buildings
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Supply System
• Air heating:
- air-air heat recovery
- water (PCS) - air HEX
• Ceiling canopy in 2 rooms
- cooling, (heating)
- a) ordinary gypsum board,
- b) graphite gypsum board
• Laboratory hall:
- heat / cold sink for remaining energy
• PV:
- 3,8kWp
• VRFB [WP3]:
- 1 kW / 6 kWh
- Smart Redox Flow Control (SRC)
• Electric consumers:
- Heat pump: 1,3kWel (0/35) / EN 14511
- fan, pumps, computers, light
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Control system
• PLC (IO module & control),
additional data logger for particular
temperatur sensors
• Heat pump controller
• Battery controller
• GUI

MESSIB Multisource Energy Storage System Integrated in Buildings

INNOVATIVE ELEMENTS OF MESSIB

New phase change materials (PCM) for improved active
components (that allow energy transportation within the
building by circulating phase change slurry and water). The
active components will be implemented in building envelope,
indoor walls, floors and ceilings.
Advance ground storage (GS) technology combined with
radiant systems and ground thermal contact improvement by
the development of a conductive fluid material (CFM).
Composite materials (with nanomaterials) for flywheels (FW)
to increase the storage capacity. Adaptation of the whole
system for new use in buildings.
More durable vanadium redox flow batteries (VRB) improving
vanadium stability and more compact system adapted for its
use in buildings.
Integration of the storage systems in the building with
conventional installations.
Renewal energy sources integrated with the storage
technologies in the building.
Combination of thermal and electrical energy storage.
Combination of short and long term storage.
Short storage (during a day): by means of the PCMs and FW.
Medium term and Seasonal storage: by means of GS and VRB.
Simulation tools to properly integrate the technologies
developed, in the design phase of the building.
Advanced intelligent control system to manage the energy
demand of buildings by adapting the storage times and rates
to the different energy customers demand profiles.
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PROJECT PARTNERS

ACCIONA

Acciona Infraestructuras, S.A.
Spain

AIDICO

AIDICO, Instituto Tecnológico de la Construcción
Spain

BASF

BASF SE
Germany

CCS

Slovenski gradbeni grozd –
GIZ (Construction Cluster of Slovenia)
Slovenia

CNR-ISAC

Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR) –
Istituto di Scienze dell’Atmosfera e del Clima (ISAC)
Italy

CSTB

Centre Scientifique et Technique du Bâtiment
France

FHG

Fraunhofer-Institut für Solare Energiesysteme ISE
Fraunhofer-Institut für Silicatforschung ISC
Germany

GESTA

GESTA Spa – GLOBAL SERVICE MAKERS
Italy

KNAUF KG

Knauf Gips KG
Germany

MOSTOSTAL

Mostostal Warszawa S.A.
Poland

NTUA.HMCS

NATIONAL TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF ATHENS
Greece
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ROBOTINA

Robotina, podjetje za inženiring, marketing,
trgovino in proizvodnjo d.o.o.
Slovenia

TECNALIA-LABEIN

FUNDACION LABEIN
Spain

UPONOR

Uponor Oyj
Finland

USTUTT

Universität Stuttgart, Lehrstuhl für Bauphysik,
Abt. Ganzheitliche Bilanzierung
Germany

VTT

VTT
Finland

WANSDRONK

Wansdronk Architektuur
Netherlands

ZIGOR

ZIGOR CORPORACIÓN, S.A.
Spain

D’APPOLONIA

D’Appolonia S.P.A
Italy

TEKNIKER

Fundación Tekniker
Spain

KNAUF ABEE

Knauf Gypsopiia ABEE
Greece
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